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Opportunity Based Model
to Estimate the Economic Impact of Penguin Island Closures 

on the South African Small Pelagic Fishing Industry



• Anchovy is the dominant component of the South African small pelagic fishery, which yields fishmeal
and fish oil. 

• The annual South African anchovy catch has consistently fallen below the TAC since 1998 whereas the 
directed pilchard TAC is routinely caught in full

• The vulnerability of the anchovy fishery to the loss of opportunities is of particular significance because 
there is a limitation on the availability of fishable aggregations of anchovy in time and space.  Many 
factors contribute to these limitations.

• On the West Coast the industry exploits anchovy recruits as they move southwards along the coast, in 
pulses.  

• Weather events such as cold fronts disrupt the suitability of fish aggregations for fishing.  
• Anchovy feeding behaviour also plays a role, since some time is required following strong upwelling for 

suitable food sources to grow and draw anchovy closer to the surface where they can be caught
• Operational and logistic constraints limit the flexibility of the industry: limited processing capacity for 

fish meal corresponding to a TAC of 300 Kmt and fishing vessels must discharge fish at a factory within 30 
hours of capture in order to maintain the quality of the final meal product .

• The closure of processing plants over the last 10-15 years, particularly in northern locations appears to 
have added to this shortfall.

Introduction
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• An assessment of the feasibility of experimentally determining the impact of pelagic purse seine fishing
on the iconic South African penguin population dynamics was initiated by DAFF in 2008

• It involved a periodic and plurennial fishing closure of a 20 km radius area around each of four important 
penguin breeding colonies, with different combinations of opening and closure applied over a number of 
years.

• Since the experiment could have substantial cost implications for the pelagic fishing industry, there is no 
justification to launch a formal “long-term” experiment without showing statistically within a reasonable 
time frame the impact of fishing on penguins abundance.

• 7 years later, there is enough historical data covering the experiment to test statistically whether or not the 
fishing industry has an impact on the penguin population.

• At the same time some of the data collected provide an empirical basis to determine the economic impact
that these closures and potentially further experimental work might have on the small pelagic fishing 
industry.

• A decision on whether to proceed with the experiment would require a cost benefit analysis.

Background
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Context
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Objectives and Assumptions 
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• Determine the loss of economic value experienced by the South African pelagic fishery as a result of the 
penguins closure 

• Forecast the economic impact of keeping the closures permanently.
• The spatial unit of analysis is colony specific, i.e. it focusses on Dassen Island, Robben Island.
• The temporal unit of analysis for the study is annual and multi-annual.  The time period of relevance is 

initially retrospective, to determine the economic impact that closures have had on the small pelagic fishing 
industry, and then prospective, w.r.t. to the likely future economic impact of further closures.

• The unit of analysis is the industry, individual right holders and vessel owners.



Commercial Catch Reporting Grid System
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Cumulative Anchovy Catch (1987-2011)
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• Review historical fishing records on a set by set basis and determine what would have happened if the 
penguin protection areas were activated.

• Determine whether catches that were historically taken within the exclusion zone of an island could
have been taken elsewhere on the same day, outside any exclusion region

• Consider matrix of Set, Catch, Year, Day, standardized for boat as the “opportunities”

• Trace the progress of each set for each vessel on a day by day basis since 1987

• Use a probabilistic approach to decide for intersecting grids whether a set lies within an island 
exclusion area

• If the set is within the exclusion area, search for a replacement set ON THAT DAY, amongst a 
proximal set of alternative grids

Method Overview
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• Geo-spatial information

o Clipped grid system since the bulk of small pelagic catch-effort data is recorded and reported at a 
grid level measuring 10’ x 10’ (approximately 22.5km x 18.5km )

o Any geo-spatial information relevant to simulating a change in fishing behaviour following closure of 
the penguin protection area was collated and pre-processed (existing closures, landmass, islands,…)

• Data sets used

o Landing data recorded at the trip level (1987 -2014) and the “vessel registration” database were 
used to categorise vessels

• Type 1: “small sardine-only specialists”. (13.5–21m)
• Type 2: “medium dual-purpose vessels” (17–22 m)
• Type 3: “medium anchovy specialists” (19.6–25.3 m)
• Type 4: “large generalist vessels” (27–39 m)

o Catch-effort data recorded by set and reported at the grid level (1987-2014) and Catch-effort data 
recorded by set using the actual GPS position (2011-2014) were used for the GLM and OBM 
analysis

Data Preparation
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• GLMs Type I uses the “Grid Set Data” estimate the difference in catch rate either per set or per day between grids which 
are adjacent to the penguin closure areas, and those which intersect with these areas

oType Ia

oType Ib

• GLM Type II analyses use the more detailed “GPS set data” for the catch location data to determine the difference in catch 
rates for sets taken inside the penguin protection area compared to outside the penguin protection area

• GLM Type III is very similar to the Type Ia,b GLMs, except that in this cast the results of interest are the year factors.

• We analyze Set level data to estimate boat factors, to be used for scaling opportunities in the catch replacement 
analysis

GLM Analysis
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• Determine whether catches that were historically taken within the exclusion zone (i.e intersecting grid) of an island could
have been taken elsewhere on the same day, outside any exclusion region

• For the i-th set a determination is made whether it occurs in an intersecting grid or not

• If the i-th set lies within an intersecting grid, then a random selection is made as to whether it lies inside the penguin 
closure area or outside the penguin closure area. This is based on the proportion of area for that grid which is inside / 
outside the penguin protection area.

• A search is carried out to determine the existence of viable alternative opportunities, at a given point in the search 
hierarchy. The search hierarchy is Other Island, Adj, Adj2, Gansbaai, St Helena Bay, Extra. These alternative 
opportunities are unique to each grid, and may therefore include intersecting grids in the case of the Adj and Adj2 level of the 
hierarchy

• If a viable opportunity exists at a particular level of the hierarchy, there is no further searches

• If an alternative opportunity exists which is itself within in an intersecting grid, a random selection process is carried out 
to determine if that opportunity is viable, i.e. lies outside the penguin protection area. This random selection process is 
based on the proportion of area for that grid which is inside / outside the penguin protection area.

• Opportunities are average standardised catches at a day and grid level.

• Finally (a) the replacement opportunity is selected from the finalised set of viable opportunities expressed as a pdf after a 
log-normal transformation using the jth percentile, (b) the replacement catch is constrained to not exceed the max 
vessel capacity (c) the replacement catch is corrected for (multiplied by) the boat factor for the vessel in question

Opportunity Based Model (OBM)
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OBM Flow Chart
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Is Seti within the closure?

Answer = 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 =
𝐺𝐺𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟.𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟𝐶𝐶.𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟

𝐺𝐺𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟.𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟

Boat Factor GLM: Accounts for boat 
capacity and other boat factors when 
considering the size of alternative 
opportunities

Closure

1 = Yes

Which contiguous grids are available on that day and NOT within a closure?
For each mi contiguous grid:

Answer = 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 = 1 −
𝐺𝐺𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟.𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟𝐶𝐶.𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟

𝐺𝐺𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟.𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟

Cumulative { portion of Seti not replaced by neighbouring opportunity }:
Net.Lossi = Net.Lossi-1 + (size.Seti – choose.random(opportunity.                                   ))mi opportunities

What are the alternative opportunities?
For each of                                   :

the ith opportunity is constrained by max(grid-set-vessel-year) and de-normalised by Boat Factor of ith set
mi opportunities

0 = None
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mi opportunities

Next Set i

0 = No

Apply percentile method:
Fit of all possible                                   to a log-normal pdf restricting working range to min and max :

keep the jth percentile opportunity
mi opportunities

For all sets i to n in grids touching a closure

Iterates 10 times over i = 1 to n sets in dataset  

Calculate Net Loss Due 
to Closures



Annual Loss (w/ o bycatch)
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Island low high average
Dassen Island 8,687 Mt 46,769 Mt 23,134 Mt

Robben Island 7,428 Mt 40,064 Mt 18,812 Mt

Island low high average
Dassen Island 1,552 Mt 8,358 Mt 4,134 Mt

Robben Island 1,327 Mt 7,159 Mt 3,362 Mt

Island low high average
Dassen Island US$ 528,569 US$ 2,845,836 US$ 1,407,683

Robben Island US$ 452,004 US$ 2,437,839 US$ 1,144,725

Annual anchovy only catch within penguin protection area, 
based on 2005 to 2014, West Coast only

Unreplaceable annual anchovy only catch  within penguin protection area, based 
on 2005 to 2004, West Coast only (OBM: 17.87%) 

Annual value of unreplaceable anchovy catch (fish meal + fish oil),
ZAR based on $:ZAR rate of 15.00



Annual Loss (w/ bycatch)
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Island low high average
Dassen Island 1,863 Mt 10,029 Mt 4,961 Mt

Robben Island 1,593 Mt 8,591 Mt 4,034 Mt

Island low high average
Dassen Island US$ 634,283 US$ 3,415,004 US$ 1,689,219

Robben Island US$ 542,404 US$ 2,925,407 US$ 1,373,669
Average US$ 588,343 US$ 3,170,205 US$ 1,531,444

Unreplaceable annual anchovy catch + 20.00% bycatch within penguin protection 
area, based on 2005 to 2004, West Coast only (OBM: 17.87%) 

Annual value of unreplaceable industrial fish catch (fish meal + fish oil)
(anchovy catch + 20.00% bycatch), ZAR based on $:ZAR rate of  15.00)



Annual Loss (w/ bycatch)
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Island low high average
Dassen Island US$ 330,869 US$ 1,781,413 US$ 881,169

Robben Island US$ 282,941 US$ 1,526,018 US$ 716,565
Average US$ 306,905 US$ 1,653,715 US$ 798,867

Island low high average
Dassen Island US$ 30,863 US$ 204,708 US$ 93,082

Robben Island US$ 23,629 US$ 162,439 US$ 75,109

Average US$ 27,246 US$ 183,574 US$ 84,095

Annual losses (incl. 20.00% bycatch)  for vessel, crew and quota useage fee,
(crew share of 5%, vessel share of 6% and rights holders share of 1.25%)

Annual extra fuel cost of targeted grids outside the closure with a CPUE 
differential of -23% compared to grids within closures

(fuel consumption of  26 litre/gwt mt and US$ 0.40/ litre)



12 years Loss (w/ bycatch)
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low high average

Dassen Island 2,078,398 11,190,178 5,535,181

Robben Island 1,918,442 10,346,938 4,858,563

combined loss US$ 3,996,840 US$ 21,537,116 US$ 10,393,743

low high average

Dassen Island 110,631 595,641 294,631

Robben Island 102,117 550,756 258,616

combined loss US$ 212,747 US$ 1,146,397 US$ 553,247

low high average

Dassen Island 442,523 2,382,563 1,178,526

Robben Island 408,466 2,203,024 1,034,463

combined loss US$ 850,989 US$ 4,585,586 US$ 2,212,989

estimated present value (PV) of 
forgone revenue for the crew over the 12 year period

estimated present value (PV) of 
forgone catch revenue over the 12 year period

estimated present value (PV) of 
forgone revenue for the right holders over the 12 year 



12 years Loss (w/ bycatch)
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low high average

Dassen Island 531,028 2,859,075 1,414,231

Robben Island 490,159 2,643,629 1,241,356

combined loss US$ 1,021,187 US$ 5,502,704 US$ 2,655,587

low high average

Dassen Island 121,359 804,939 366,009

Robben Island 100,288 689,442 318,786

combined loss US$ 221,647 US$ 1,494,381 US$ 684,795

low high average

Dassen Island 2,199,756 11,995,117 5,901,189

Robben Island 2,018,730 11,036,381 5,177,349

combined loss US$ 4,218,487 US$ 23,031,497 US$ 11,078,538

estimated present value (PV) of 
forgone revenue for the vessel over the 12 year period

estimated present value (PV) of 
additional fuel cost over the 12 year period

estimated present value (PV) of forgone catch revenue
 and additional fuel cost over the 12 year period



• The quantification of the loss to the small pelagic industry was carried out by means of an opportunity based 
model (OBM)

• The main argument for such a model is the limitation on the availability of fishable aggregations of anchovy 
in time and space

• The main economic consequence of the exclusion of fishing from penguin protection areas is likely to be a 
loss of potential anchovy catch

• Furthermore, the removal of opportunities by the exclusion of vessels from the penguin protection areas thus 
has the potential to further limit the extent to which the anchovy TAC is landed each year

• The average annual loss was estimated, under conditions of alternating closure of Dassen Island and Robben 
Island at US$1.5 million/ year and a 12 year present value (PV at 10%) loss of US$11 million

Conclusion
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Thank You!
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